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Hip Hop, R&B, Reggae, Reggaeton, Neo-Soul, Electronica, Hip Pop, Trip-Hop 14 MP3 Songs

URBAN/R&B: R&B Rap mix, ELECTRONIC: Pop Crossover Details: Introducing INDIGGO CHILD, a new

production company where our aim is to set the party on fire. Commercial urban hip-hop mixed with

touches of electronica, reggae, reggaeton, pop and R&B. all geared for the dance floor (Hip-Hop-Tronica)

is what we call it. "NEW BEARTH" is Indiggo Child's first compilation release featuring some amazing

new talents over amazing crossover and experimental tracks. Produce by Joe Wize who has credits

ranging from Faith, Groove Theory, Mobb Deep, Big Daddy Kane, Jessie D Force MD's, EZ MOE B,

Guru, Amel Laruelix, Tina Moore, etc. Not the same ole, same ole this music will definitely get the party

jumping. This music will make you think, this music is something worth listening to. Our feature's include

Nardo Ranks reggae star performing the song "Dance With This Shorty" along with Natural and Morenito

(Reggae, Reggaeton, and Rap). NATURAL, a soulful and metaphoric Hip Hop artist, who puts a new spin

on rhyming with his inviting approach to getting the crowd jumping. With commercial tone and amazing

flows Natural makes the crowd move with "Just Bounce" and "Take Your Clothes Off" singles off of "New

Bearth". Big Texx, the ultimate Rebel rapper who style is innovative and subject is geared for the streets

Covers "Rebel War Riders". Kayla with smooth sultry tones here's one for the girls "So Confused". Paige

Moody who pop singing prowess over edgy hip -hop feels creates new commercial moods and will take

you to another dimension with the song. "I've Got What You Need". Black Magic, a tough from the streets

reggaeton group, born with an edgy sound that's highly commercial in the hispanic community, a

reggaetone group leading the pack with commercial Spanish reggaeton. !!! KEEP THE PARTY WILD

AND HOT !!!
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